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Abstract: 
UNESCO considers a landscape to be either living or relict, an archaeological 
expression implying a long dead civilization that will not add layers of history to a 
place. Somehow only one layer might have outstanding universal value, and only that 
part need be protected. But all landscapes evolve, and if current inhabitants and users 
are to engage in managing those landscapes, relict and living aspects need to be 
understood. A cultural landscape had been defined as one in which Outstanding 
Universal Value (OUV) meets at least one cultural and one natural criterion. Few 
industrial landscapes were going to achieve that: man’s intervention in the landscape 
being enough to rule out natural OUV. Some inscribed industrial properties are 
‘Technological ensembles,’ tending to downplay the social aspects of a place. In the 
TICCIH draft comparative study of textile heritage ‘Urban landscape’ -in some 
languages a contradiction in terms- differentiated from rural landscapes. In that case 
an urban textile landscape may be geographically within a rural landscape and have a 
symbiotic functional relationship with its hinterland: the flax mills of Belfast and the 
rural flax growing and scutching area of Ulster nearby, or Flanders further away. Silk 
cultivation in Gunma prefecture in Japan spawned a throwing mill in Tomioka 
nearby, but also the silk mills of southern France and Italy. Rural landscapes to which 
the great woollen cities Bradford or Roubaix are functionally connected might be in 
Patagonia or Australia. A cotton rural landscape might be the cotton plantations in 
Louisiana (slave quarters too), Kazakhstan or Egypt that sent cotton to market before 
being spun in Ghent, Lodz or Oldham. ‘Historic Urban Landscape’ terminology was 
officially adopted in 2010, and when it is enshrined in world heritage Operational 
Guidelines one may hope that an evolutionary approach to landscape conservation 
will better fit with the necessary adaptive re-use of landscapes of the industrial . 
 


